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Racinet, Le costume historique 6 Vols.
½ mowoco. £10 700.00

Planchet, A Cyclopaedia of Costume, 2 Vols
½ mowoco. £10 300
Read Edith Table in 405. ske. for opinion share effect to amplify etc. defense.

Mr. Lacy Berlin Jan. 43

Edith Table

This began early & American in fact but its "Americanized"

—
Clotina - M. McCollum
when Miss Blackwell visited
Pain in 1849 (?) the
physician asking her
about suspected tent
did not discover mole
alter, indigination.

Mrs. Adams
in the large head
dress

See also Mrs. Adams
Letter 2 comment

It's account in
Brown's Record very
stringy.
In Buckingham-
more Air Ii Library.

Feeling "she could
do nothing but kill a

destiny."

Remembered seeing
of parties but consid-

ing whom she knewт

a knife

flowers in the room

annually from

stabilin in daelim...
Dinner appeared in Gilmour's diary by Mr. Burke
That actually had been wise because
and I'm not sure how many of the students
that will last if they did. How about
the vocabulary - can't they correct this tube
ele - didn't understand.
Draen.

Invasion described of Ausz.
A manner of anti-suffrag.
in Vol 3 of Phil. J. 5.

n 3335
Dear Health Unit -

Walsh Cane - Hi

P. 392 - U.I. Money thing

Tinkler visitor

Inca Graham dispensation
Dear Mr. Morgan,

I've been thinking about your letter and I think it's time we started our project. I believe it's the right thing to do, and I'm excited about it.

Best,

[Signature]
Dear Mary Lynne point of view, do you think there is some kind of pattern here?

One of the few exceptions to the rule

Psychology of Clothing

Prepared during March 1909 - 1941

Ann - Mrs. Shellens - Pennsylvania - 1970
Dear

An early impression speaking you may join the unit decision. I may consider this commenting April 16-084. Speech committed on in W.T.K.

I am 1841.

This is good for your speech, y farms. With

the一脚
This must be a sitting in meaning.

Put it in the Constitution. I have got the print of it. I will copy this. It is quite easy. Also which.

Never mind about the county. I think it is quite easy. Now what.

Pennsylvania 

Pennsylvania
Dear

See p 48 of Vol 7 that of Suffrag.

Dear, became a political question with the up.rising against Great Britain.

See J. Adams p. 45; Mary W. A. P. B. 1893. W's birth date is Women's rights not dead till -

M. Warren - letter 89.

See Alice's B. Chaplin - The Woman Part
A WHITE WOMAN'S BURDEN.

Mr. Grant Ramsey thinks that if dumb animals were forced to carry such burdens as the large hats now accepted by some ladies, protests would be made in the name of humanity.

Women were even more overburdened in mid-Victorian days.

According to Ernst Otto Plischke, author of "Costumes in the Nineteenth Century," written with German thoroughness, "about 1850 a lady of fashion wore a flannel petticoat, an under-petticoat 36 yards wide, a petticoat wracked at the knees and stiffened in the upper part with whalebone, a petticoat with three stiffly starched flounces, two muslin petticoats and then a skirt.

"The weight of all these was made of light stuff, the weight and discomfort of such a quantity of material was so great that the idea of a steel corset was greeted enthusiastically, and the inventor cleared £30,000 out of it in a fortnight."

Many of the greatest and most memorable productions may be inspired like this... for instance, war... the huge frame to carry the deck, nil—really of weight—very picturesque.

War was immense excitement... Pleasure in... attitude towards... but make... it's relatively: polish, really risky, the command must... reflect...
Hello. I'm [Name].

I'm a student at [Institution].

This is my research proposal for the project on [Topic].

I've been working on this project for several months, and I believe it has great potential. The project focuses on [Project Description].

I've been collaborating with [Collaborators] on this project, and we've made significant progress so far.

I'm excited about the prospects of this research and believe it will contribute valuable insights to [Field].

Thank you for considering my proposal.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]